
Nays CRNK SR Crankbait S-06 | 6,5cm

Nays

Product number: NA-398745

High quality Crankbait from Nays.

Weight: 0.0124 kg
18,99 € * 18,99 €

Discover the Nays CRNK SR Crankbait - your perfect fishing 
companion.

Whether you're an experienced angler or just getting started in the world of angling, the Nays CRNK SR 
Crankbait will take your fishing experience to a whole new level. With its unique blend of quality, design 
and performance, this artificial lure represents the best the Nays brand has to offer.

Nays CRNK 50SR

The Nays CRNK 50SR makes fishing for perch, zander, trout and other fish species a breeze. This smaller 
crankbait with a length of 5 cm and a weight of 6.1 g dives up to 1.5 metres. Equipped with a size 8 BKK 
Spear 21SS hook, it is an ideal choice for catching a variety of fish. Its unique features such as the famous 
Nays ribs and Pro Tackle Eyes, combined with a fantastic colour palette, make the 50SR a must-have for any 
angler.

Nays CRNK 65SR

The Nays CRNK 65SR is a versatile crankbait ideal for catching perch, zander and pike. With a length of 
6.5cm and a weight of 12.4g, it offers a great balance between size and weight. This crankbait dives up to 
1.7 metres and is fitted with a size 6 BKK Spear-21SS hook. Like all Nays artificial lures, the 65SR is lead-
free, floating and comes without rattles.

Nays CRNK 75SR

The Nays CRNK 75SR is the ultimate tool for fishing pike, zander and big perch. Thanks to its 7.5 cm 



length and 19.2 g weight, this crankbait sinks to depths of up to 2 metres. Equipped with robust size 4 BKK 
Spear-21SS hooks, the 75SR stands out for its high-quality components and typical Nays rib design. It is 
lead-free, floating and comes without rattles. Not only the stylish Pro Tackle Eyes design will convince you, 
but also its outstanding performance.

JEvery Nays CRNK SR crankbait is a masterpiece of engineering and combines the highest quality with 
innovative design. From the high-quality components to the characteristic Nays rib design and the unique 
colour variations - there really is something for every angler in these artificial lures. See for yourself and 
experience a whole new level of fishing with the Nays CRNK SR crankbaits.

Features:

Shallow Runner (SR) - Perfect for fishing in shallow water depths.
Quality hooks from BKK - For an increased catch rate
Silent design - No rattles for a discreet approach
Lead-free - Environmentally friendly and safe
Running behaviour: Floating - Allows for a variety of catching techniques.
Targeted catch - Ideal for a variety of fish species including perch, zander, pike, catfish, asp and trout

Experience the unrivalled quality and performance of Nays CRNK SR crankbaits and increase your chances 
of catching fish on every outing. Choose Nays - and you will notice the difference.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

